
THE NIGHT BEFORE AND OUR ARRIVAL IN NEW YORK  

On March 31, 2008, the night before our flight to America, I stayed at 
Aeronwy’s and Trefor’s home in Surrey in England. I had travelled from 
Swansea to London and Trefor picked me up at the bus station. Trefor, 
who called his wife Aeron, was always good company, warm and 
welcoming. During the drive to their home and in between chatting with 
Trefor, I tried to gather my thoughts about what was unfolding. The next 
day I would be flying to America with the daughter of Dylan Thomas. It 
seemed somewhat unreal, despite my packed bags and the months of 
emails and occasional phone calls from Stanley in New York, as he 
revised and perfected the busy schedule for Aeronwy and me.  

I had spent sometime with Aeronwy and Trefor when they had come to 
Swansea and stopped in an apartment at Swansea Marina for a week or 
so. We had discussed our schedule and aspects of what poems of our own 
and works by Dylan Thomas we would offer to American audiences. The 
three of us did a read-through of some sections from Under Milk Wood in 
the small theatre in the Dylan Thomas Centre in Swansea. I opened as 
First Voice, Aeronwy and I did Mr. and Mrs. Pugh, Aeronwy did a 
brilliant Polly Garter, I did some of the Reverend Eli Jenkins, and Trefor 
sang a beautiful and touching version of Eli Jenkins’ Prayer. I recall that 
the three of us were very pleased with our rehearsals.  

When in America, I planned to read from my first American book, The 
Lizard Catchers, published by Cross-Cultural Communications in 2006, 
and poems from several of my books published in the UK. Aeronwy 
planned to read from her first American book, Burning Bridges, published 
by Cross-Cultural Communications to coincide with the tour, and from 
books published by her UK publisher and our mutual friend, Martin 
Holroyd of Poetry Monthly Press, which was based in Nottinghamshire in 
England, until his retirement from publishing. It was Martin who took the 
official tour photo of Aeronwy and me when the three of us were at the 
Dylan Thomas Centre again, specifically to have a photo taken for Stan to 
use in the publicity for the tour.  

Upon our arrival at their home, Aeronwy greeted Trefor and me and I 
placed my bags in a convenient spot. After a refreshing cup of tea,  
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Aeronwy showed me her study, which overlooked their back garden. The 
room was where she steered many of the aspects of her iconic father’s 
legacy as his living “ambassador”. Anyone who witnessed the work that 
she did for the ever-growing Dylan Thomas “industry” could not but 
admire her professionalism, diligence and focus. It was also the room 
where she produced her poems and her prose-pieces and I felt honoured to 
have been shown it. Later on, I was introduced to Huw Dylan, their son, 
who came down from his room for a short time. Hannah, their daughter, 
had her own home.  

That evening the three of us enjoyed an Indian take-away meal and 
several glasses of wine. I was then shown the bedroom allocated to me 
and, tired from my day of travelling, I slept peacefully.  

The following morning, Trefor drove us to Heathrow Airport and we said 
our goodbyes to him. On board the plane, we settled in for our flight to 
JFK Airport. I think we were both anxious about what was in front of us, 
though we did not express it to each other. What kind of audiences would 
we face? How would they respond to our own poems and our readings of 
works by Dylan Thomas? Would the tour be a success and justify Stan’s 
two years of planning and diligent work? We had much to think about on 
our long journey.  

Stan and I had corresponded since 2001, when Vince Clemente had asked 
me for a full-length collection of my poems, which he wanted to submit to 
Stan for possible publication. Vince and I had corresponded since 
November 1997 when I had made a ten days poetry reading tour of New 
York and New Jersey, organised by the late Patricia Hochron, a Welsh 
woman who had lived in New York for decades and had worked in Upper 
West Side, Manhattan. One of my readings was at an Irish café, An Beal 
Bocht, in the Bronx, with African- American Blues poet and professor at 
SUNY, Raymond R. Patterson. Raymond had told Vince about me and 
Vince and I started to ex- change long letters to each other. Almost 
seventeen years of those letters, poem manuscripts of mine, photos etc. 
are housed in the Vince Clemente Archive at Rochester University, New 
York.  

Stan had originally planned some readings for me in America as a result  
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of his publishing my first American book, The Lizard Catchers, in 2006, 
but during a phone call between us I mentioned I was going to see 
Aeronwy at the Dylan Thomas Centre in Swansea, where she was giving 
a reading, and to also meet with another friend of mine, Martin Holroyd, 
her Nottingham-based British publisher. It was not long before Stan was 
inspired to think about organizing a Dylan Thomas Tribute Tour, 
featuring Aeronwy and me.  

In 2006, after the publication of my book The Lizard Catchers, Stan and 
Bebe came to Wales and I showed them the tourist sites associated with 
Dylan Thomas. He gave a superb reading to over one hundred people at 
the Dylan Thomas Centre, which Aeronwy attended. Stan and Bebe were 
based at the Marriott Hotel and Aeronwy and I, along with Martin 
Holroyd, her English publisher, met them there so that Stan could do 
some initial editing of her manuscript for her forth- coming book, Burning 
Bridges.  

Stan and his wife Bebe met us at the Arrivals area in JFK Inter- national 
Airport. We were in America. It was great to see Stan and Bebe again; 
and, after our warm greetings and hugs, tired and a bit grubby, we 
dragged our suitcases and shouldered our hand luggage to Stan’s car in 
the airport car-park. We chatted as we were driven to Merrick, Long 
Island, to Casa Barkan, their home and our base for the tour, Stan telling 
us detailed information about the latest developments for our working 
visit. After Aeronwy’s and my seemingly forever communicating about 
the tour back home, here we were ready to cross America under the 
banner of her famous father’s name. We were ready to begin at the 
beginning.  
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